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QUESTIONS RECEIVED UNTIL 27 OCTOBER 2014

Subject: Multiple framework contract in lots for the provision of external expertise in the
fields of budgetary affairs

Ref: TED Contract Notice: 2014/S 175-308254
Invitation to Tender IP/D/ALL/FWC/2015-001

Dear Madam, Dear Sir,

Following the publication of the contract notice 308254 in the Official Journal of the European Union
2014/S 175 on the 10 September 2014, the following questions have been received.

Questions received until 17 October 2014

Question 1:

The call of tender specifies: "Estimated total value of purchases for the entire duration of the
framework agreement".
Is the amount of 4 000 000 EUR for the 5 years in total, for all lots? Are there any maximum
values provided/ lot that we have to consider when drafting the financial offer?

Answer:

No. The estimated value refers to the Framework Contract as a whole; an estimation of value
per lot has not been undertaken.

Question 2:

Concerning the Publication of the results- Certainly respecting the provisions of Art II.9 of
the draft contract, we would like to confirm that we will be allowed to publish the work done
under these contracts.

Answer:

In the past it was standard practise of the Directorate for Budgetary Affairs to authorise
requests from service providers for the publication of texts delivered under external contracts.
However, the provisions of art. II.9 remain valid and have to be respected in each case.
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Questions received until 27 October 2014

Question 3:

I am going to submit a tender with other academic colleagues of mine. Are we a consortium?

Answer:

Yes, if you and your colleagues decide to submit a joint tender.

Question 4:

If so, shall we obtain a legal entity? We are co-authors, working in different universities. Can
we consider ourselves as a unique tenderer?

Answer:

Yes, you can consider yourselves as a unique tenderer by submitting a single tender with the
object of securing a single contract.

To obtain the status of a legal entity is one of the options stipulated in article 7 "Consortia" of
the document "Rules for the submission, contents and presentation of a tender for the
multiple framework service contract".

Question 5:

What is the procedure in this case?

Answer:

Please refer to article 7 "Consortia" of the document "Rules for the submission, contents and
presentation of a tender for the multiple framework service contract". To obtain the status of
a legal entity is one of the options. All in a member state legally recognized forms of
cooperation (e.g. association) are possible. Another option could be a written agreement
("memorandum of understanding") signed by all members of the consortium, in which the
role / empowerment of each member is specified. In addition, this common agreement should
also mention who is the authorised representative (i.e. leader of the consortium), holding the
power of attorney on behalf of all members in all legal, financial and administrative matters
with the European Parliament.

Question 6:

Shall each of us filling the Administrative, Financial and Technical Annexes? If not, how
shall we do?

Answer:

The Administrative Offer (Annex II of the Draft Contract) has to be submitted by each
member of a consortium. The Financial and Technical Offer must be submitted jointly, on the
basis of Annexes III and IV of the Draft Contract


